Hampton Bay Lighting Site Launched
John Paul April 26, 2014
progresslightingfixtures.net has announced the launch of a new site dedicated to
Hampton Bay Lighting.
(Newswire.net -- April 26, 2014) NewYork -- progresslightingfixtures.net has just launched
a new site dedicated to Hampton Bay Lighting.

Tips and advice on lighting fixtures and home decor is readily available on the site and
more information is being added every day. Helpful pictures and illustrations make it easier to understand what is
being said. For those who just want a manual to be able to do the job themselves then there is a section dedicated to
manuals for most products.
John Paul notes: "Many people have asked us to add this new feature to our website and so we now have a section
devoted to Hampton Bay Lighting". Although Home Depot sells the actual lighting fixtures and lamps we can offer
some helpful home decor advice for these products. Its as easy as visiting the Hampton Bay Lighting site and asking
us a question."
Hampton Bay Lighting is a product of the Home Depot and sold through Home Depot agencies around the United
states. As well as Lighting fixtures they also make ceiling fans and cabinets. Many of the products can be located on
their website by simple searching for the desired item.
"We want to be able to help those consumers who have purchased a product but cannot for some reason get any help
or advice on the main home depot website" says John Paul. "Although Home Depot give really good service there are
times when we can help with simple fixes and even up to date guidebooks along with the Hampton Bay ceiling fan
manuals."
Bernard Marcus, Arthur Blank, Ron Brill, and Pat Farrah founded The Home Depot in 1978 . Their proposition was to
construct home-improvement megastores, much larger than anyone of their competitors' stores. Venture banker Ken
Langone assisted Marcus and Blank to secure the needed funds.
"Bernie and I founded The Home Depot with a special vision – to create a company that would keep alive the values
that were important to us. Values like respect among all people, excellent customer service and giving back to
communities and society."
“We respect the work done by Bernie and Arthur” says John Paul “and progresslightingfixtures.net simply provides a
service to their customers by providing information about their products. Rather than having to search the web for the
information they can find everything under the one website.”
If you would like to find out more please visit http://progresslightingfixtures.net
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